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SUBJECT: Alternative

Interpretations

of' Hanoi's

Intentions

INTRODUCTION
l.

There a.re several

hypotheses

concerning the progress

of the var in coming months and the intentions
Moat ot them can be argued plausibly,
be supported by some evidence.
proot or disproof,
cient

or canbe

opposed

2.

of the Coomunists.

for and against,

and can

None is capable ot conclusive

mainly because the evidence is either

interpreted

in various

and often

insuffi-

diametrically

wa.y'S.

For example, there is the question

Vietnamese are willing

to "negotiate."

"vill" ,talk it the banbing
idl.e to say that

this

or North

represents

ot whether the North

Hanoi has declared
Vietnam is stopped.

no change ot attitude

that it
It is

whatsoever;
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it is equally idle to assume that of itsel..f it indicates
end to-the

fighting.

has tinally

One may argue, quite plausibly,

ca21prehended that war against

have but one ultimate
what US terms are.

conclusion,

dissent

and is now probing to find out

a.nd psychological

latest

statement

move to encourage

in the US and infl.ame world opinion age.inst Washington.

3.

In present

circumstances

it is true that any of a multi-

tude of things could happen, at almost any time.
quit taoorrow,

or at any time thereafter;

the con:f'lict vith their

own armed forces

could collapse

chaos; the Soviets

active

that Hanoi

the power of the US can

But one may also regard this

simply as another political

an early

role,

withdrawing

in total

either

in great number; China
could take a far more

the South Vietnamese govermnent and polity

the Sino-Soviet

more or far less acute than 1t is,
the Vietnam struggle;

the Chinese could enter

in support of Hanoi to continue the va.r or in

such support;

could disintegrate;

-

Hanoi could

controversy
and thus

could beccme far

change the context of

the policy of the US goverment

could

change 1n any ot a number of ways, and so on.

4.

A balanced

other posaibilities
do is·to

decide,

estimate

of the situation

wholly out or consideration.

cannot rule these and
'nle beat it can

on the basis ot evidence and caretul. argument,
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that ma.ny of them are so unlikely
until

more evidence appears,

possible

qualifications

the paragraphs

as to be irrelevant,

and that others

and correctives

at least

should be held as

in a net judgment.

In

that toll.aw we attempt to show how the evidence

and arguments

may

fit

or not fit

the prospects

in Vietnam.

into alternative

estimates

of

******
5. ·· There are three hypotheses under which the situation
Vietnam;me.y-be considered
be related:

fighting

(1)

and to which most ot the evidence may

Hanoi bas decided that

in the course ot this

in its prospects

on until

a break in its

of its prospects

is less.certain

open.

and firmly

within the next yea.r, according

a. good

intends

and is keeping several

it m.a.ybe advisable

the

teels

to fight

favor in US policy;

It inteoo.s to continue ha.rd fighting

but recognizes

I.

it must terminate

(2) Hanoi still

year;

measure of confidence
it perceives

in

(3) Hanoi

options

in the months ahead,

to seek a ccapromise solution

to the way things develop.

JlES.qIMISN IN HAll)I

6. · 1he more solid evidence supporting the proposition
Hanoi intends

to quit at an early date comes :fran an e.calysis

- 3 S-E-C-R-E-T
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Cooaunist prospects

the ~ta,

in South Vietnam.

the leaders

in Hanoi could conclude thBt their

pects ·in South Vietnam a.re stea.dily
toll

on their

According to our view of

and surely' diminishing.

forces is increasingly'

he&vy; their

be reduced without undermining the effectiveness

and poll ti cal operations;

recruitment

more and more d.irticu.lt,

control

pros-

losses

'l'he

cannot

ot their

m.ilitar:y

in South Vietnam is becoming

over the population

is diminishing,

and morale is beccming more ot a problem as the war contfnues
conclusive

without

be critical,

results.

the overall

Even though such problems may not yet
ettect

1968than

will be weaker at the end ot
can arrest

7.

the decline

political

and

to gain the best possible

fronts

&

probl.em.

part '.ot its

would end fairly

can be seen as one last push

reserve,

For
y

that it has, unleaa it knew
soon and replacements

Hanoi vould not, under this hypothesis,

1trategic

no real threat

efforts

Hanoi would not intentionaU

bloody and costly battles

that :the fightin8

Hanoi's current

terms in an early settlement.

example, 1t can be argued that
seek.the

it is now. Military action

but cannot chtulge it f'u.ndamentall.y.

Proceeding tran this ana.lysis,

on the military

not be

is th.at the Communist position

unless it believed

ot an invasion trcm the

us.
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Vietnamese claim that
formation

of a "coalition"

anticipated

8.
factors
ing;

1968would

government unless

an early politica.l
'lbere

which

be "decisive"

other considerations

could ca.use Hanoi to seek a.nearly

sane ot these have acme evidential

base.

of' the war on North Vietnam is in itselt'
leadership

may- tind

Perhaps the burden

a decisive

~e,

f'a.ctor.

1a unacceptable

OUr own view, however, based on a variety

atraina

end to the fight-

for the future vigor and productivity

by the recent

0r

'lhe

that the annual loss of young men, added to

the sum of' econanic and material
implications

they actue.lly

settlement.

of course, various

are,

and lead to the

in its

ot the nation.

ot' sources and buttresaed

testimony ot the Spanish repatriates,

of' the war on North Vietnam are still

is that the

well within manage-

able limits.

9.

'!here are other possibilities

sheer conjecture,

but llhich

which are no better

cannot be entirely

than

excluded.

For

examp~e, it could be that Moscow, concerned over a decline

m

invasion ot the north,

Olinese involvement and influence

in North Vietnam., is

Carmun1at strength
and greater

in

e.xert.ing pNasure

in Vietnam, a posaibl.e

on Hanoi to end the war.

have taken the torm ot a threat

to terminate
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after the completion of the deliveries

negotiated

a.long with a promise to provide substantial
develo~ent
10.
decision

once the fighting
Pressures

stops.

available

continued aid conditional

other.

strategy.

can be supported by any

Indeed, Peking a.nd especially

appea.red reluctant
on Hanoi; neither

on Hanoi's acceptance

and political

Neither of these conjectures
evidence.

for a

The Chinese, for example, might

of Chinese advice on both military
11.

aid for economic

from Peking could also be responsible

to end the fighting.

have made their

this past fa.11

in the past to apply direct

Moscowhave

and heavy pressures

wants to force Hanoi into the embrace of the

While Moscow, unl.ike Peking, is not canmitted to prolonga-

tion of' the war, it

ha.a

ing and has demonstrated

always seen some advantages in the fightno willingness

to intervene

with Hanoi

in favor of early negotiations.
12.

Alternatively,

Hanoi may have concluded that the Sino-

Soviet. dispute will undermine effective
retuai.ng to ship certain
delivery

by sea.

giants will insist

aid.

The USSRmay be

weapons through China, or to risk

Hanoi may anticipate

that one of the camnunist

that it take a clear cut stand in the dispute;
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this would place Hanoi in the position

of alienating

at lea.st

one side.
13.

Another possibility

is that the North Vietnamese leaders

may have concluded that turmoil and disruption
poor prospect
China's antics

as a "reliable

rear area.."

Hanoi may fear that

a.re encouraging the US to escalate

:fear of Chinese reactions.

There is,

the Sino-Soviet

of course,

dispute

evidence of Hanoi's concern over

and over China's internal

year the North Vietnamese Politburo
apparently'

passed a resolution

the dispute.

At one point last

Last

and Central Committee

at'firming

Hanoi's neutrality

year,

which has been continuel.ly

in

through China.
by- issuing
and the cult

re-emphasized.

Hanoi app&rently' had to become directly

involved in ensuring that Soviet supplies

revolution

policy.

Missions were sent to both Moscowand Peking to

explain this position,

behavior

that North Vietnam

own "cultur&l. revolution."

14.

tiously

the war without

And Hanoi might even fear that the

ti.me will come when the Chinese will insist
begin its

in China. make it a.

Hanoi also reacted
a fairly

tranaited

more expedi-

to Mao's cultural

pointed criticism

of Chinese

ot Mao. Added to these concerns is the
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open record of Chinese opposition

fairly

to a.ny hint of talks

between Hanoi and the United States.
15.
tensions

What is lacking,

however, is any evidence that the

with China or the concern over Soviet support have

reached the level where Hanoi would fear Soviet or Chinese
disengagement.

The physical

evidence suggests

and Moscoware in fact increasing
16.
hypothesis

their

that both Peking

aid.

If for any of the reasons discussed

under this

Hanoi should decide to end the fighting,

have &t least

two eJ.ternatives.

it would

It could simply decide to

allow the conflict

to die down, without seeking a. pollticeJ.

resolution.

could attempt to obtain the best possible

Or it

terms for a settlement
this

latter

under the existing

case, the recent

Trinh statement

US could be read as the first
of a negotiating
would still
recognize

position.

circumstances.
on talks

In

with the

step in the gradual development
ibe North Vietnamese, of course,

bargain tor favorable

terms, but they would a.l.so

the need. to be more forthccming and to reduce their

demand.a for a settlement.

interpretation

It would also make sense under this

for Hanoi to get negotiations

- 8 -
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rather

than after

an election
against

reasoning

that

during

campaign it would have more room for maneuvering

the US. Hanoi's

handling

of the follow up to the Trinh

will be a test

for this

hypothesis;

interview

confirmatory

II.

the American elections,

evid~nce should become available

if it is correct
before

long.

CONFIDENCE IN HANOI

17.

The North Vietnamese may be more impressed with their

achievements

in the past two years than with the problems they

have encountered.
intervention
Despite

They have withstood

the massive American

in the South and the heavy ballbing of the North.

the bombing, they now fight

and amnunition,

and their

with more and better

supply lines

are more elaborately

develqped.

'lhe political

maintained,

even if in somewhat weakened condition.

military

effort,

but al.so introduces
Fical:.y,

infrastructure

in the South has been

based on the increasing

areas, not only presents

ot course,

a new challenge

new political

threat

nowof

the French war, the natural

leader•

would be to exaggerate

their

Their

tran the border

to the US on the ground

canpllcations

beca.use ot their

arms

experience
inclination
own strength

- 9 -
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US to concede defeat
protrac~ed

rather

than face the prospect

war.

18. Hanoi's determination
explain~d by what it believes

to keep fighting

The Camnunists may be
chance of beccming an

convinced that the Saigon regime has little
government, generally

Hanoi may be persuaded that

could also be

are fundamental weaknesses in the

American and South Vietnamese position.

effective

of a

accepted by the people.

the South Vietnamese army vill

develop -into a fighting

force which is effective

part

Thus, even if the US military

of the US burden.

highly

successfUl.,

Moreover,

in the end the US will

never

eno\.18h to assume
effort

is

find it has no political.

base in South Vietnam and will be forced to conclude a political
settlement

with the Front.

19: Even if Hanoi does not read the situation
Vietnam in this

on assurances

way, it rray be relying

in South
of substantial

external. support which will enable the Communists to fight
ettectively.

'lbe Chinese may have premised

more logistical.

air defense troops and even some combat units
any

manpower needs in North Vietnam.

new veapona to cope with superior
and naval. attacks

on
and

in order to meet

The Soviets may have promised

American fire

on the Borth.

- 10 -
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20.

Perhaps the best evidence in support of this general

interpretation

of Hanoi's

two years.
willing

outlook is the record of the past

At each phase or the US buildup Hanoi has been

to respond by cOIIIDitting additional.

struggle

in the South.

maintained;

A high level of infiltration

the most recent

the DMZmay express

a determination

Hanoi's leaders

opportunities

have not taken advantage of several
this

could mean that they believe

already been won on the battlefield.

Finally,

Vietnamese Centra.l. Camnittee resolution

to be cited as buic
21.

As

Camittee

list.

to

of the North

of late

1965, was re-

policy.
support,

of new agreements with its

M:Jscowbaa c,penly promised a variety
detenae missiles

a camdttment

in early 1967, and continues

to evidence of' external

concluded a series

table unless it has

war was the ma.in decision

affirmed by the Central

in the

defeat of the US in some local

f'or negotiations;

a protracted

has been

not only to persist

nothing can be ga.ined at the bargaining

fight

to the

deployments near the western end or

war, but to try for a decisive
battle.

resources

could be the first

Hanoi has recently
Commnnjat allies.

of weapons; Soviet coastal
of several

nev items on the

Nev Chinese weapons have shown up in the Delta for the

- 11 -
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first

time in the war.

strength

We known of no increases

in North Vietnam in recent months.

reaffirmations

Recent high level

of pledges to support Hanoi, however, could be read

as a willingness
cooperation

in Chinese troop

to increase

Chinese commitments.

And air defense

between Hanoi and Peking has gr~wn markedly in ;-ecent

months.
We know of no evidence the.tis

22.

an intention

of time.

totally

inconsistent

to continue the war for sane considerable

Nevertheless,

or North

if it looked forward to a long wa.r, particularly

further

war was

concern over an American invasion.

argued that Hanoi would not tell

that this

would be a "decisive"
likely

in light

23.

under this

aettleme:it

the troops in the South

1968. Final.l.y,

if' it had no intention

the

why Hanoi

aggravating

the

of reaching a

in the near future?

tt Hanoi' a mood and outlook is
hypothesis

of

And it could be

would want to keep alive hopes tor negotiations,

political.

Vietnam

year, it in fact it believed

to continue well beyond

Chinese in the process,

period

it can be argued that Hanoi would never

draw down its home army and weaken the defense

continuing

with

then its attitude

~

as assumed.-

toward peace talks

- 12 -
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likely

to be intransigent.

Upon exploration,

moves like the

recent Trinh statement will ccxne to nothing.

Hanoi, of course,

would welcome an end to the bcxnbing, but will

anamaotly refuse

to pay any price for it.

the defeat
24.

Negotiations

of the US and the end of the Saigon regime.
Fina.J..ly,

conf'idence rests

one

may

conjecture

on sane factor

might take the form of a military

resources

that Hanoi's postulated

or event which is not yet apparent

to the US, such as a major escalation

threaten

would be mainly to register

offensive

to expand the area. of conflict
in Southeast Asia.

This

by the Camnunists.

in Laos which would

and further

Or escalation

strain

US

might take the form

of Chinese moves in Vietnam or elsewhere around its periphery.
Or a.gs.in, the North Vietnamese could be relying

create-a

diversionary

crisis,

25. such possibilities

intends

have been caref'Ul.l.y considered
in Vietnam.

to

almost

'lbus far,

evidence tha.t Hanoi, Peking or Moscow

to enlarge the war beyond Vietnam or

elsewhere against

USSR

say in Berlin.

since the beginning of the US intervention
there is no persuasive

on the

the US.
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SUSPENDEDJtJI:GIENT IN HANOI

III.

26. 'lbe third hypothesis asswmes that Hanoi's estimate of
the situation
continuing

is based on a mixture of increased

confidence,

particularly

pessimism and

which are compounded by other factors,

the American elections.

Under this hypothesis

Hanoi

-. ·,is keeping aev.eral options open and will continue to do so at -least
until

late

spring or summer, when it should be in

to Judge the effect
the results

of the American prinaries

of its own m1lltary

&1so be better

offensive.

&

better

position

and conventions

and

At that time Hanoi v1l.l

able to Judge the effectiveness

and durability

of

the Saigon government.

27.

If' this

is so., Hanoi's winter-spring

designed not only f'or its

imnediate milltary

its overall

us.

impact on the

chances tor a military
by sustainicg

hope,

create
~

victory

high

levels

have evaporated,

Hanoi could not

be

but it would still

It vou1d not expect the

but it would see increased

provide the basis tor a new political

struggle.

but for

ot combat 1n the months &head, to

ccmpraaise on terms that would protect
and

obJectives

is

Hanoi would recognize that its

the impression ot a stalemate.

to capitulate,

offensive

confident

chances for a

the Viet Cocg infrastructure
phase in the revolutionary
of what the outcane of its

- 14 S•E-C-R-E•T
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own ef'forta

But it would recognize that the next twelve

will be.

months -provide an unusual opportunity

because of' the American

elections.
28.
pressures

Even if political
do not bee.r fruit,

the question
Front,

overtures

Hanoi could reason that by agitating

at a coalition

the strains

government and contacts

maintain

own

with the

between Washington and Saigon will grow and

the US.will come under increasing
modify its

combined with military

terms.

its military

In short,
pressures,

becane more flexible

international

pressures

Hanoi would do vhat it could to
but would at the same time

in its diplomacy, waitiDg tor some months

more to decide whether to make the best deal possible,
the var more or less along present
radically

dif'f'erent

rests

ot the same evidence already
which

strike

i.e.,

cited.

continue

or even to adopt a
guerrilla

on a dif'f'erent

sane observers

nature ot th.eir problems;
U3 into

lines,

way ot tighting,

29. 'nlis hypothesis

decisions

to

warf'are.

reading at much

Hanoi bas mde military
as inexplicable

Hanoi cannot possibly

given the

hope to drive the

the sea and probably cannot expect another Dien Bien Phu.

'lhus, it would seem better
protracted

advised to conserve its forces tor a

war in which it would hope to sap the will. at the US.

- 15 S-E-C-R-E-T
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Instead,
costly

the North Vietnamese commit more troops and seek
battles.

indicated

Moreover, since last

more interest

in maintaining

US and, in some cases,
moves which their

30.

actually

rather

rigid

This hypothesis

they do seem to have

July

private

inviting

contacts

with the

US negotiating

public position

probes --

would not justify.

is supported by some negative

evidence.

For example, why should China be so cool to the new program of
the NFL unless

Peking senses that the revision

was a step toward a negotiating

to send representatives
has absolutely

no business

or inconsistencies

work of this

relations
littl.e

did the Front try

in the Vietnam question?
documents contain

third

could be reconciled

These contradic-

within the frame-

could also grow out of the state

with China and the USSR. In actual

or Hanoi's

tidbits

hypothesis.

uncertainty

relations

with its allies.

of

:fact we know
What we

do know is baaed on glimmerings f'ran captured documents,
deductions

tran overt statements

and an occasional

- 16 -
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And, above

intriguing

that the war may not go beyond 1968?

suggesting

31.

Why

to New York, if as Hanoi claims the

a.11, why do the captured

tions

situatiou?

of the program

hint f'ran

VAi10;17
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Soviet
that

sources.

In any case, Hanoi cannot be very con.fident

Moscow and Peking will not fall

into an even more bitter

conf'lict,

or that the situation

further.

Indeed, Hanoi could conclude the.tit

explore

US terms for a political.

in sane disarray
might be reWlified

Hanoi's

32.

inside

rather

settlement

than later,

to

while Olina is still

and tempted to interfere

more directly

in

af'f'aira.

In:iications

of uncerta.inty

the North Vietnamese

pursuing

would be better

when the Chinese leadership

with an even more extreme variant
that

China will not deteriorate

an indecisive

a.a Ho Chi Mi.nh's health

of this hypothesis,

namely,

R:>litburo is badly divided and is

and at times contradictory
ha.a declined,

ugly head and led to a fairly

Both factions

could also be reconciled

factiooalism

even spilt

could seek ccmtort

policy.

Perhaps,

has reared

its

between hawks and doves.

and support

frcm abroad,

the

hawks ·trcm Peking and the doves tram M:>scow. 'lbe hawks may insist

on the need tor further

intensive

could be arguing tor a shift

ef.tort

military

to political

while the doves

tactics.

33. Though there is some evidence that the North Vietnamese
leaders

bave engaged in debates

over policy,
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military

tactics,

there has never been sufficient

concl't1de that the leadership

evidence to

is divided on basic poli~ies

whether to fight

or quit.

is a possibility

ai'ter Ho and could be developing now. But the

A

power struggle

of

evidence is la.eking, and this

in Hanoi, of course,

expla.nation of Hanoi's behavior

seems highly unlikely.

34.

Even less

likely

but still

within

the realm ot the

imaginable is a spll t between the Viet Cong and Hanoi.
has assumed more of the burden and direction
have a..Uene..ted a faction
with _support fraD certain

all talk of negotiations
Chinese bent

AB Hanoi

of the war, it

may

COSVN. '!he Viet Cong could argue,

within

f'igures in the Hanoi leadership,
Hanoi ma;:,suspect a

is defeatism.

in the Viet Cong, etc.,

that

etc.

There may be actual

d.ivergencies between Hanoi and acme of the Viet Cong leaders,
a real split

but

should be excluded as unlikely.

*******
35.
rule

AB noted at the outset

of this

out any ot these three hypothetical

behavior.

It would certainly

discussion
explanations

not be surprising

we cannot
for Hanoi's

if the North

Vietnamese continued. the war through next year and tor sane time
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afterward.
it soon.

It would be more surprising
We believe

there

is much to recommend the third

in the months ahead Hanoi will
will probe more intently
political

settlement

if they decided to end

continue

to discover

its

military

effort

what the shape of a

might be.
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